
The words that are the basis of our mission 
are also the basis of our actions. 

WE ARE INSPIRED 
BY PEOPLE AND 
THEIR SAFETY



The company’s long history, the knowledge passed down from gen-

eration to generation, the constant evolution of technology and the 

best specialists – these things allow us to create footwear that stands 

out in the market. Inspiration from the latest design and technology 

solutions is the driving force behind continuous product improvement 

and company development. Thanks to this, we keep up with the times 

and can compete with the best companies on the German - Polish and 

European market.

Decades of experience in the manufacture of special footwear is  

a guarantee of quality, safety and reliability.

OUR HISTORY, OUR FUTURE
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The Abeba Group specialises in the manufacture and distribution of safety and 

occupational footwear, military footwear and footwear for emergency services 

and the police. 

Safety and occupational footwear is mainly intended for light industry, heavy 

industry and the service sector. The footwear offered is used by workers in the 

industrial, medical, construction, transportation and warehouse sectors, as well 

as in the automotive, electronics and food industries. The military footwear is 

designed for the military and military enthusiasts.

WHO ARE WE?  
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Our branded products reach customers in more than 30 markets in Europe. Pro-

duction takes place in our own production plants in Poland (Lublin) and two in 

Transnistria (Moldova region). Commercial activities are carried out through two 

trade offices in Poland and Germany.  

OUR PRODUCT
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The Abeba Group sells footwear and masks exclusively under its own brands. 

Currently, the Abeba Group has three own brands in its portfolio, namely Abeba, 

Protektor and Grom.  

THE ABEBA GROUP
OWN BRANDS
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The multi-generational tradition of designing safety footwear 

has won an ever-widening circle of satisfied customers since 

1988. Initially in St. Ingbert, Germany, which the company 

chose as its headquarters, until today, where ABEBA footwear 

is sold in more than 30 countries. The 21st century has brought 

dynamic growth for ABEBA Specialschuh-Ausstatter GmbH. BRAND
ABEBA
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specialises in the manufacture and distribution  

of safety, occupational and military footwear, as 

well as footwear for emergency services and the 

police. Another branch developed is the field of 

smart clothing.

BRAND
PROTEKTOR
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is a brand created for uncompromising 

comfort on long distances. This footwear 

adapted to difficult ground conditions with 

increased safety values was originally  

designed to meet the expectations of the 

tactical and military field.BRAND
GROM
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CONTACT 

PROTEKTOR S.A. 
ul. Vetterów 24a-24b
20-277 Lublin, Polska
e-mail: handel@protektorsa.pl
tel.: +48 81 532 22 31 

www.eprotektor.com
www.abeba.com

mailto:handel%40protektorsa.pl%20?subject=
http://www.eprotektor.com 
http://www.abeba.com
https://www.instagram.com/protektor_poland/
https://www.facebook.com/ProtektorSpolkaAkcyjna/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/protektor-s.a./

